Abstract
Introduction 8
In the last decades we have witnessed significant improvements in digital ter- 
42
• Reconstruction completeness. We aim at providing convincing visual com-43 plexity of the environment for both aerial and road-level views. This implies 44 that the vegetation on top of the terrain must be reconstructed appropriately.
45
• Visual consistency with publicly available data. We want our approach 46 to integrate seamlessly with current virtual globes. Therefore the recon- 
53
• Real-time rendering. Our approach supports real-time realistic rendering 54 with commodity hardware.
55
Our approach benefits from a collection of images of the landscape surround-56 ing the road (referred to as photographs) captured by the user for example from 57 a car-mounted camera. These photographs, if available, are beneficial to provide 58 3 an accurate reconstruction of the terrain next to the road, specially in mountain-59 ous areas. The collection of photographs is not required to be complete, as this 60 would be unfeasible for a vehicle-mounted camera due to visibility and accessi-61 bility problems.
62
The reconstruction proceeds through the following steps (Figure 2 these methods fail when the input data covers a small portion of the real surface.
96
Our proposed reconstruction algorithm combines point samples from multi-view 97 stereo with a low-resolution DTM to overcome these limitations.
98
Fractal-based modeling of terrains. Many natural scenes and geological 99 structures often exhibit self-similarity over some range of scales (Mandelbrot, 100 1983). Based on this observation, a number of approaches for fractal-based mod- perturbation (Miller, 1986) , or noise synthesis (Perlin, 1985; Saupe, 1989 and a panorama is registered to the aerial image. tions between 50 and 100, the terrain surface beginning to be too flat above 500 239 iterations ( Figure 7 ). 
281
The parameter d expresses the leaf density, which we assume to be constant within 282 the crown. Let P be a vertical prism at a distance r from the tree axis, and let a be introduce some randomness in the crown shape, we perturb t(r) and b(r) using a 286 noise function.
287
A family of tree crowns can be characterized by average and standard devi- 
Shadow-based adjustment

295
The segmented orthophoto might include misclassified vegetation pixels. shrubs and herb pixels to tree type in certain areas ( Figure 9 ). Notice that only 312 pixels already classified as vegetation will be affected by this step. 
Tree placement
314
A key step is the placement of trees at locations visually consistent with the 315 orthophoto, as this would affect the location of the tree trunks and the crown shape.
316
We use a dart throwing algorithm to place trees within those areas classified as 
Rendering
323
The runtime representation consists of the following data: the reconstructed 324 terrain mesh, the estimated fractal parameters, the tree buffer, the tree distance on the GPU shaders we use to compute the final terrain color at fragment level. 
347
We enrich the terrain geometry with fractal detail. We use Saupe's fractal 348 evaluation method (Saupe, 1989) to compute a surface displacement value along 349 the normal direction, and then use Perlin's approach (Perlin, 1985) to perturb the 350 per-fragment normal. The fragment is then lighted using the perturbed normal.
351
For consistency with the orthophoto, we use a single directional light.
352
Standard techniques such as shadow mapping can be used to simulate the shad- shader is used to create a texture-mapped billboard rectangle for each final leaf.
375
Unlike detailed polygonal models of trees (Neubert et al., 2011) our approach 376 is model-independent and thus compatible with the randomness of procedurally-377 16 generated instances.
378
Each leaf is initially assigned the orthophoto color. The fragment shader mod- We used a subset of 380 images. The other datasets either contain non-asphalt were not available in these cases.
407
The input road vector data for the Arrabassada, Andorra and Garraf datasets 408 was a polyline defining the road centerline. Several control points were edited 409 to improve its fitting to the orthophoto, and the road width was set manually.
410
Clothoids could have been used to improve the accuracy of the road model, but 411 the manual fitting was considered sufficient for the purpose of our tests. The gen-412 eration of the road geometry was straightforward for the road stretches considered
413
(see e.g. Fig. 4 ). More complex road networks with crossings, bridges and proper 414 road marking can be handled in an automatic way (Bruneton and Neyret, 2008) .
415
The test hardware was an Intel Core I7 960 PC equipped with an NVidia 570. The orthophoto was first segmented into vegetation and non-vegetation pix- 
428
Construction times are reported in Table 3 reports the size of the reconstructed models. Despite the Arrabassada 434 dataset had the smallest extents (Table 1) , its terrain mesh is much denser due to 435 the 50 cm voxel size used for its construction. 
Visual results
437
The reconstructed Arrabassada model is shown in Figure 12 and in the ac-
438
companying videos. Figure 13 shows a visual comparison with the input DTM.
439
Whereas for zenithal views our approach reproduces faithfully the orthophoto 440 data, the benefits of our approach become evident at grazing angles and extreme 441 zoom levels. The final terrain mesh is more accurate than the DTM in regions 442 close to the road (Figure 4 ). justed to the road and that no road-level photographs were used for this model.
452
This resulted in a somewhat unrealistic bank angle which can be noticed in Fig-453 ure 15, view 2, and in the accompanying videos. classes and to get better estimates of the vegetation height.
514
We plan to integrate color information from the road-level photographs to fur-515 ther adjust the vegetation type and parameters. Our current tree placement algo-516 rithm uses a simple dart throwing approach with a minimum distance constraint.
517
We also plan to extend this approach by identifying and using vegetation samples 
